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In the right hands, technology has the potential to deliver a significant competitive edge. Trilogy
Technologies’ global outlook, culture of innovation and partnerships with the world’s technology
innovators means direct access for you to best-of-breed technology strategies that are driving the
world’s most successful businesses. Together, Trilogy Technologies and NetApp solutions can provide
virtualised storage technologies for nonstop availability of critical business data and speed product
development, so our customers can deploy new capabilities with confidence and get to revenue
faster than ever before.
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Service excellence is at the very heart of the Trilogy way. We want every customer to feel they have a
team on tap who understands their business, is proactive about making their technology work as
effectively as possible, and is fast, flexible and friendly. Our managed service is the most advanced
technology platform on the market today, backed up by service delivery systems and a professional
team. We continuously monitor our performance and ensure full visibility on reporting.
We’re an ambitious company, aiming to break the mould with a fresh business approach and a
relentless focus on creating success for our clients through technology. This culture is embedded deep
in our business and drives our recruitment, training, R&D and service systems. To enable Irish
businesses to achieve more, we have developed our edge/2013 programme of events, case studies and
updates to show how best-of-breed technology solutions can deliver a measurable competitive edge.
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